Shannon Reel

By: Daniel Derras and Youenn Le Berre

Choero: Chip Summey 101 Wynnbrook Drive Hendersonville NC 28792
Email: ncjcs@aol.com (828) 712-2447


Intro - 32 Beats
Mountain Basic Stomp Dbl-Up DS RS (¼ turn left) DS Tch-T Toe-Heel RS
Charleston L R R L/R L R R R L/R
***** Repeat above 3 more times in box formation back to face front *****

Part A - 32 Beats
Chain Forward DS RS RS RS (moving forward) Step Pull-Step DS RS
Pull it Back L R/L R/L R L L R L/R
Short Sam DS DS(xif) Step Step DS RS DS RS (½ left to face back)
2 Basics L R L R L R/L R L/R
***** Repeat above back to face front *****

Part B - 32 Beats
Stomp Brush Stomp Dbl-back Brush-up Tch-T(xif) Tch-T(ots) Tch-T(xif) DS RS
Simone L R R R R R R L/R
Slur Brush DS Slur-Step DS Brush-up (½ left) DS DS DS RS
Triple L R L R R L R L/R
***** Repeat above back to face front *****

Part A - Chain Forward Pull it Back / Short Sam 2 Basics / *Rpt*

Break 1 - 16 Beats
4 Rocking DS Brush-up DS RS (¼ turn left)
Chairs L R R L R/L
***** Repeat above 3 more times in box formation back to face front *****

Part B - Stomp Brush Simone / Slur Brush Triple / *Rpt*

Part A - Chain Forward Pull it Back / Short Sam 2 Basics / *Rpt*

Break 2 - 16 Beats
4 Stomp Stomp DS DS RS (¼ turn left)
Doubles L R L R/L
***** Repeat above 3 more times alternating feet in box formation back to face front *****

Part A* - Same as A but - turn ¼ to the left on the Basics

Part A* - Same as A but - turn ¾ to the left on the Basics
Shannon Reel

Wait 16 Beats

**Intro**
Mountain Basic *(Turn 1/4 L)*
Charleston
REPEAT 3 more time to face front

**Part A**
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 1/2 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Part B**
Stomp Brush Simone
Slur Brush *(Turn 1/2 L)*
Triple
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Part A**
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 1/2 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Break 1**
4 Rocking Chairs *(Turn 1/4 L on each)*

**Part A**
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 1/2 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Part A***(Turning 3/4 L)*
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 3/4 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Part B**
Stomp Brush Simone
Slur Brush *(Turn 1/2 L)*
Triple
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Part A**
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 1/2 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Break 2**
4 Stomp Doubles *(Turn 1/4 L on each)*

**Part A***(Turning 3/4 L)*
Chain Forward, Pull it Back
Short Sam, 2 Basics *(Turn 3/4 L)*
REPEAT TO FRONT

**Break 1**
4 Rocking Chairs *(Turn 1/4 L on each)*